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After the 1923 Great Kanto Earthquake destroyed much of  Tokyo, new architecture sprang up all over 
the city—high-class western styles in areas like Ginza and Nihonbashi, but in the neighborhoods 
of  Shitamachi—the “low city”—vernacular styles developed, with designs evoking both modern 

trends, but also the then not-so-distant Edo Period culture. One building type, faced with copper plates, 
or doban, were designed by master carpenters (as opposed to trained architects). Doban buildings are 
unique in world architecture and offer a vivid evocation of  prosperous, vibrant, pre-war Shitamachi. 
The few doban buildings that somehow survived the heavy bombings and fires of  Shitamachi in World 
War Two, and the high-speed post war economic development, are slowing falling to the inexorable 
pressures to build more tall office buildings, condominiums, and parking lots. This lecture will survey 
the variations and present condition of  Shitamachi’s remaining doban buildings.

Charles Laurier is Adjunct Professor of  Art History at Lakeland College Japan Campus. He studied modern Japanese 
architecture history at the School of  the Art Institute of  Chicago and wrote his master’s thesis on the uses of  tradition 
in the modern Japanese architecture. He teaches the class Tokyo Art and Architecture Live in LCJ’s Open College.
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